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Abstract. ‘This paper ex :ends results clbtain&. by Esary, Marshall and Proschan 3 IO]. Life distri- 
bution prcbpertics of a device subject to shocks governed by a rtonhomogeneous4 Poisson process 
are related to ccrresponding propertiss of the probabsity of failing After experiencing agiven 
rnumber of shocks. Physicall) motivated models are ar: Plyzed in which shocks cause damage to a, 
set of components, the damages accumulate additively, and whlen the accumulated amage x- 
ceeds a critical threshold (possibly Is;~dom) for any of the components, tht: device fail& Bounds 
are obtained on the moment 5 of the Ilife length of the device. 
r~onhomogeneous Poisson process 
--mm 
nev. better than 
reliability 
survival probability 
_- 
This paper extends recem wofk by Esary, Marshall and Pros&an [ 1 O] 
(referred to hereafter as EMP [ 1 Cl]) on shock mcdels aild wear processes. 
EMP [ IO] relate tlhe (continuous) survival groblability of a device subjec 1: 
to shocks occurring accordin to a homogeneolas Poisson pcess to the 
(discrete) probability of surviving any specified number of !;hscks. 
Let pk denote the probability that I: h ,.3 device will survive k shocks; we 
assume throq$ou.t thai’ the dormin ojTk is {O,, 1,2, . ..) and’ that 
1 = ;“o 2 Fl 14 i”z :> __ ..* . Let pk = Fk_.l - I$, wilt11 domtin { 1,2, . ..}. Then 
the probability H(t) that the device will survive till time t may be written 
as 
9 (1.1) 
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where (iV(tj, t 2 0) iz a homogeneous cisson process escribing the 
number of shocks in 0. I ] ; we assume throughout tha the dmmin of d’ 
is [ 0, =), unless otherwise 0] show that various geometric 
properties of interest in re thf discrete sequence (p,} are in- 
herited by the continuous nction B(t)* For example, if pk has a dis- 
crete increasing failure ate (IER), i.e. L+.& is increasing, then H(t) has 
a ccn-$nuous increasing fa lure rate, i.e. ,i(t)/&t) is increasing, *where 
h(t) = - dH/dt, corresp ding to the differentiable function H(t). 
Throughout, we use the term “increasin;;” to mean “nondecreasing” and 
“decreasing” to mean “noninzrcasing” . Also, throughout, any statements 
concerning the basic functions &it), h( tll, pk, &, etc., are taken to hold 
on the corresponding domains of definition (or inte 
diomains when two overlapping domairs are simultaneously involved), 
unless otherwise stated. 
In the present paper, we extend the!;e results to the case in which 
shocks occur according to a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with 
mean-value ftinction A(t) and event rate A(t) = dA(t)/dt, both defined 
on the domain [O,=); we take X(0) as the r&&t-:;zJ derivative of A(t) 
at t = 0. In this case we may express the survival proWGty .q(t) in the 
forrn 
Hi(t) = 
k=O 
,-I\(t) Ak(t) pk 
k! ’ 
with density h(t) = - d&t given by 
h(t) = $ e-A(f) $Q X(t) 
k=O . 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
In Section 3 we show Cat, MI der suit able assum 
{&} are reflected 
onships hold among 
many cases, the conditions’impose 
imposed on { &} and conclude 
the results of Section 4, 
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(possibly ranI om‘) f 3r any of the components, the 
device fail:;. 
Finally, in Se& ion 5, we obtain bounds on the moments of the life 
length of a device wit B. surviwti probability of the form (l-2) in terms of 
mial moments of the pk. As in EMP I[ IO], we also show that 
rli>babij.ities of the farm ( ‘I .2) 30 not have a unique representa- 
tion, a result. of importance in estimating t& parameters of the shock 
model. 
2. Classificatiom 6f life distsi 
In reliability analysis it has been found useful to classify life distribu- 
tions (distributions of nonnegative random variables) actor iling to 
properties of the density, failure rate, average. failure rate, survival 
probabili+ies, etc. Properties of these classes of life distributions and 
applications in reliability and liife testing may be, found in [ 2-4!, 16, 131. 
The distribution F or the survival function F”‘gf 1 - F is, said to be, 
or to have :
(i) a l?F 2 dens&y if F has a density f’such that f(x t- t)/j”( t) is decreas- 
in g in t whf #never x > 0. 
Xote that a densit;,r f is PF2 if and only if logf i!; concave. 
(ii) incrc?&,vlg j;@Zvre rate ( IFR) if F(x + I’)iliF( t) is decreasing in t 
wlhenever >it > 0. 
When Ac has a den!iity*, this is equivalent o tlhe condition that for some 
version f of the cknsi ty, the f,ailure rate v(t) = j$!)/F(t) is increasing in t. _“_ 
More generally, F IF R is equival znt to log F concave. To say that the 
life distribution fi’ of an item is IFR is equivalent o saying that, the resi- 
dual life length of an unfailed itc.:m of akge t is stochast’cally decreasing 
in t. 
(iii) decreasing man r&&al Zi’fe (DMRL’) if s,“’ (F(x + e) I&9) d.x is 
decreasing in t. 
To :*ay that the life distribution F of an item is IXM L is equi.valent t9 
saying that the residual ife c3f an unfailed item of’ age t ha!; a :mean that 
is decreasing in t. 
if [jQ:)]“l’ is 3ecreaskg dn I 
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(0, =), or equivalently if g(ar X) 
(v) new better than used ( 
To say that the life 
[ 0, co) with g(0) = 0 is s3pemdditiv~~ if g(x+y) > g(x) + g(:J) for all 
x,y 2: 8.) 
(vi) new better than used’ in. expectation (NBUE) if 
a) 
=> l F(x) dx > JW (F(t +x)/i+)) for all t 2 0. 
0 0 
To say that the life istributnon of an item is NBUE is equivalent to say- 
at the expected life length of a new ii’em is greater than the ex- 
pected residual life length of an unfailed ilterq of age t > 0. 
The following implications a:re readily checked : 
# IFRA - l!GB?J 
PF, density 3 IFR 
- DMRL 
(2.1) 
Moreover, no additional implications exisl. among these cksses. 
here is a corresponding set of classes of distributions obtained by 
reversing the direction of monotonicity 8~ the direcTion of t 
in definitions (i) -(vi). hese classes of aia; ributions are characterized b 
the properties: 
(i)‘logarithmically convex de 
failure rate (DFR); 
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l ?I 
0 1 
(ii)” 
(iii)” 
(iv ), 
( ) v I’ 
(iv)” 
a !og concave fhspen 7 l nction it f&+][ /qk is decreasjng (when 
essior- soccur, we use the equivalent criterion 
nominator; 
e rate ij* &_l /& is dec easing for nonzero de- 
ecreasin g for non- 
sen ation of re 
In th% section we show hat tine reliabilitv c asses defined in Section 2 
are preserved under the transformation, ( 1.2j in he sense that if the 
shock survival probability {&> belongs t!o a discrete version 01~: one of 
the reliability classes (i) -(vi), or the (;:Tasses (i)’ -(vi)‘, then the contin- 
uous time sus-rival prob’sbi ty H(t) belongs lto :he class. Of course, 
appropriate assumptions a neeldefd or the m ar values function A(t) 
of the nonhomogeneous Poisson proi:e:ss. 
Specifically , we shall prove: 
3.1. eorem Let i?(t) be given! by ( I .‘2)r. TYzerz tke fo/‘bwing implicle- 
tions h&d: 
(a) If pk is decreuin4p, then h(k)&@) is LLI, f“~~a;sing; when the denoijvzi- 
nator i,f: zero, we use ( 1.3) to lleJ?nk: Uze rauo. lj; in additicz, h(t) is de- 
creasing, then h(t) is decreasing. 
(b) dypk is decreasing and bg coIncave, and k(t) is increasing, then 
h( t)/A( ,t) is lo,;? concave Ij; BO addirion, h(r) ls log concave +kil h(t) is 
log concave. 
(c) is discrete IFlZ end A(1) Ps comzx (i.e., A(t) is increasing), 
c is discrete PIA L and A( t) is convex, then E k D MM. 
(e) If lJC is discrete AF’M and A(t) is star-shaped, tht:n w iIs IFRA. 
( f) Ij’!J 1’~ discrete MNJ arid 
(g) If Pi is discrete IWUE an 
1 is superadditive, then fi is NBU. 
(:) is star-shaped, then p !s NB UE. 
. Observe that i!nl (c), (e: 1 and ( f) 
‘gu e- lW and on 
kc e one on h(t) 
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y r&ted io [ 14, Proposition 3.2, p’. 231 n (i)), the cmditions 
easing and log concave 
which is also assumed for pk an 
oes &‘discrete log concave and x(t) e- 
ition on pk is the discrete analogue of the one 
owever, the condition on A(t) is stronger. Can the condition 
on .A@) be weakened? 
eomn 3.1. ((a) Assume that pk is decreasing. From (13, u;e 
may *write for each real c: 
w w -- c A(t) ‘=k=l ’- NO 
Note that since pk is decreasing, pk+l - c changes ign at most once, and 
if once, then from + to --. It follows [ 14, p. 2 I 1, using the variation di- 
minishing property of the totally positive kernel Z(k, t) = e-*%Ik(t)l(k!) 
that (h(t)/&(t)) - 1: changes ign zt most Qnce, and if once, then from + 
to -. Thut .tt( t)/h( C) is decreasing. 
Since h( b)/X( t) is 2 0, the ;jdditionalI assumptiorl 
that A(t) is decreasi is d:cr ~zsii+ 
k 
eqd-A(~)l !!$ pk+l . 
. 
e-A(h) AkUj) 
-Pk+l Nt,) ‘k-i4 --&+I) 
w 00 
e -Aft-$ 
k! Pk+l 
6 3. Preservation of rei iability dams 
the determinant o the seco;tjd column, we conclu e that (letting 
II.Q+~ - Pk.+1 5 8. Thus, ad ing .ihe first column of 
AX __Sgra B denote sir{n A 4 sign B), . . 
D sgr, 
6 AfC(t2) 
kY* i’c! 
-- Pk+l 
Ak’(t,) 
k, ! 
= cz 
O:;kl<kz<=’ 
Ak’ (t2) 
_--- - 
k, ! 
= AK&) 
kc, k’ 
--- Pk+2 = . 
* Ak(t2)i 
c k=() k! Pk+2 
Ak2 (tl) -- 
k,! 
Ak2(t2) 
k,! 
by the basic compositio:n theorem u[ 14, F. 171. The first determinant is 
< 0 since 0 5 A(t,,j <, A(t2) and k, < k2. The second determinant is 2 0 
ce pk is log concave, Thus D 5 (1. It fokws that g(t) = h(t)b(t) k 
log concave. 
tion, A(t) is log concave, hen h(f) = MO g(t), being the 
g conCave functions, is i elf log concave. 
(c ) This can be proved using ar uments similar to those of the ~)of 
of(b). 
Another way IXI prove (c;l is to observe that g(t) = H*(jfile:t)), where 
00 
( 1 x = 
k=O 
(3.1) 
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5 - [Ei*(A(t))J2 + h*(A(t)) 
i 
fTii’(h(x)) X(x) dx
since X(x) is increasing. Let y = A(x) in the integral. Then 
- [N*(A(_t))l* + h!*(A(t)) H*(y)ldy < 0 
since i?* is DMRL by [ 10, ‘heorem 3.1, (3.3)]. It follows that a is DMRL. 
(e) Write - logi?( 2) = - logfl*(l\(r)), where H*, defined in (3. I), is 
IFRA by f 10, Theorem 3.1, (3.4)]. Since -logH*(.x) and A(t) are star- 
shaped and -logH*(x) is increasing, we deduce, for 0 h al 1) t 2 0, that 
-:logH(a l-1 = j7*(A(, t)) I --log iii*(a A(t)) 
5 - oi log H”(A(t)) = - QI log Z(t) - 
hus - RogH(t) is star-shaped; i.‘e., H(f) is IFRA. 
(f) l3y [ 10, Theorem 3.1, (3.5)],@” is $1 IJ, i.e., -logP(x) is super- 
additive. Thus for x, y 2 0, 
X+Y) = -loghl*(A(x+y)) <, -- og g*(A(x) + A(y)) 
*(A(x)) - log &!“(A(y)) = -lqzj &d - log i%Yh 
(3.2) 
5 3. Presetvotion of rer iability &sses 
rove (3.2), wsite 
391 
= H*(A(t)) Sn*(A(x)) dx - H*(A(t)) j-- H*(A(x)) dx 
G t ” 
> &7*(/i(t)) sf iT’(x A(t),t) dx - - fF(A(l)) gH’(x A(t)/t) dx. 
0 t 
Let y = x A( t)/t. The ‘last expression becomes 
=sgn i?*(A(t)) $ i?*(y)dy - s H*(y) dy 2 0 
0 d\(t) 
since H* is NBUE. 
In a similar fashion we may prove: 
3.3. Let @t) be given by (\‘I .2). Then the following implica- 
tions hold: 
(a ) I;cpk is decreasing and log convex, and h(t) is decreasing, then 
h(t)/X(t) is log convex. If, in addition, h(t) is log convex, then h(t) is 
Iog convex. 
(b) If 4 is discrete 
(c ) If Q is discrete 
(d) If ij, is discrete 
(e ) If 5 is discrete 
( f) If Pk is discrete 
DFR and A(t) is decreasing., then R is DFR. 
IMRL and X(t) is decreasing, then H is IMRL. 
D!?RA and A(t)/ t is decreasing, then .@ is DFRA. 
NW/ and I’,(t) is subadditive, then fj is Nk93. 
NWUE and I\( t)/r is decreasing, then g is N 
situations, the intensity of’ shocks A(t) 
mber of’ shocks A(t) must be consi 
= YM(t) where Y is a random va 
deterministic funct:on, then, the survival probability will take the form 
re preserved under 
placed by iyI**. 
In this section we dew1 
late additively. When 
(4. I) 
forj= 1,2, . . . . Let the critical thresh0 distribution (I;. Then 
robability of survivi + . ..-+Xk < Y]. 
F,, will be { 0, 1, 
0 
zz s 1 *.. (4.2a) 
0 
or, equiv ntl 
dx , (4.2b) 
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e.: ak is decreasing) and G(x) is concave, the11 
e., ak iS inCreaSing) and c is IFR, then i$ is dis- 
and c is IFRA, then i$ is discrete IFRA. 
c is NBU, then Pk is discrete NBU. 
then _pk is DMRL. 
(f) If A, = k md cl is NB WE, then & is NBUE. 
.2. . observe that in (a) the condition on A, and on Pk is the 
discrete analogue of the condition on G. In (b)-(d), the condition on 
esAk and on pk is the discrete analogue of the condition on G. In (e) and 
(f), the c 3ndition on Fk is the discrete analogue of the condition on c. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (a) G concave on [O,=) implies that [ 14, p. 231 
p(z) Ef b f- e-bx @x) Z-1 
WI 
G(x) dx 
0 
is concave in z > 0. But P k = p&). Simx a concave increak@ function 
of a concave function is concave, it folllows that Pk is concave. 
(b) Since c is log concave on [ 0, =), it follows that for each real 81 and 
positive c, C(x) -- c c- Ox changes ign at most twice in x 2 0, and if twice, 
then in the order -, +, -. Thus for 8 + b > 0, by the varia5on diminish- 
roperty of totally positive functions, 
n in z > 0 at most twice, and if twice, then in the order --) +, 
--. It follows, by choosing 8 = (b/t) - b, that for each 5 > 0 and c > 0, 
z(z) - c’ fz ch anges ign at most twice in z > 0, and if twice, then in the 
order --, =+, -. hus p(z) is a log concave function of 5:. Since a log con- 
cave decreasing function of a convex function is log concave, the desired 
conclusion follows. 
(c)G ilies that for ea ,h 8 > 0, G(x) - ewe’ changes ign at 
most once in x , and if once, t Len in the order +, --. By an argu.ment 
similar to that used in proving (a), it follows that for each t E (0, 1), 
xx1 if once, then in t 
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tion of a star-shaped function is itse 
00 
2 Yqx+Y 
SJ 
b2 e-b(x+y) (W 
Aj- 1 4-l 
(by) 
0 es r($) r(&) dx dy l 
etz = x + y; then the right-hand side becomes 
Cl0 
s 
C;(z)bZ e-b2 (bx) A?.-' [b(z-X)p-l 
UAj) r(A,) 
z 
0 ._ 
00 
= 
s 
0 
(dz) 
Aj- 1 .A&-1 
(1 --x/n c xz dz I )3 
=: G(z) b enbz 
k <-Aj+k fori,k= I,2 9 l *.9 it follows that 
J 
! 
b ewbz 
0 
dz > jbe-“&’ 
0 
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w w w 
= 1 j=k+l *, C(x) e- bx f$; dx 
w 
= s w G(Y) e-bx (bxpE . 
0 j=k+l 
(j-l)! d(bx) 
d(by) dx ] 
= b SW [ Jw G(y) dy ] e-bx $ZF,’ - d(bx) . 
0 x 
- . 
Thus for real c, 
w 
j=k+l 
q* - c pk = b fw [ SW G(y) dy -(c/b)&) eDbx (bx) 
0” x 1 $_; d(bx) . 
5ince G is DMRL, Jr c(y) dy .- (c/b) G(x) changes ign at most once in 
a* Z 0, and if once, then from + to 
ti\e kernel eabx 
-. Also, as noted in the proof of (a), 
(bx)k-l/((h--~)!) is TPco in x 2 0, k = 1, 2, . . . . By the 
va,*iation diminishing property of totally positive functions, it follows 
that C” j=k+l 4 - c & changes ign at most once, and if once, then from + 
to --. &+14/pk iS decreasing, and So & is DMRL. 
(f ) Write 
2 pk= iii-b 2 
k=O 
f&)embx [f$i’ dx= 1 -*b JP”&)dx. 
k=l G - . 
0 
ecall that $zc(x) dx C = since G is NBUE.) 
2 9 
0 
swc(x) embx [f$L,' dx 
- 
0 . 
(4.3) 
395 9;: 
e other hand, 
From the inequality (
397 
ems 3. I and 4.1 to obtain a 
es accumulate addi- 
itical thrzshol 
ndently have gamma 
governed by a non- 
t s2srvivaZ probability W(t) is giver2 by 
A(t), and C(x) is concave on its 
k and A(t) arc comrx, and G is lFR, the,0 H is IFR, 
sirlg in k = 1, 2, . , J, A(t) is 
Ak is ~~~~~~a~~~~~~we (i.e., = 0, 1, 2: . . . and 
d C is NBU, then H is NBU. 
DMRL, therz H is DMKL. 
= k, A(t) is star-shaped, and G is NBUE, then H is NBUE. 
he csnclusisns follow immediately from TL .zms 3.1 and 4.1. 
usual, except for part (a) of 7;‘heorem 4.5. 
?‘hen the following irnplica- 
d G is DFR, then H is LXX. 
A( t)/t is decreasirig i:rl t ‘)z 0, 
tlons, avid G is NW 
= k, A(t) is concave, and G is [MRL, then H is IMRL. 
therr is NW 
roof. First note that 
Next suppose that Fj#-l) 2 Filk; i.e., Flk-*J(x) => [F[kI(~)]fk-l)'k f@r 
all x 2 0. Then 
2 F[kl(x)[J’... $ [Fikl( --!Z)](k-l)‘k d&.( 
= [,f... J [Hkl( 
ductive hypothesis) 
2 [$... SFIkl( )I k 
Lemma 4.7 a 3.l(e 1, we immediately obtain: 
i2:tributions F,k%g be decreasing 
nwnber of shocks A(t) be star- 
shaged, Then the Stvk?S S_YStwn survival probahlllty 
Next we consider the case in #ipi& the vector of component capdcities 
for damage is random with joint distribution G(x), say. We may then 
express the probabilil:y pk of surviving k shocks as 
,110. Theorem. Let the vector Xi of damages resulting from the ith shock 
have joint distribution F*(x), decreasjng in i for each fixed x 2 0, with 
mui’ually indepencient vectors. Let the vector Y of component 
capacities have joint distribution G and right harld tail G(y) = 
1. Then the following implications hold: 
(a)Jf 
) is dect easing in 2QforfixedtZ?% (4.7) 
then .Fdlk is decreasing in k = 1, 2, . . . . 
. (bll If 
.__ - -_ 
then i!‘kpl 2 +l for k,l> 1. 
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It follows that 
2) for each sarn 
- 
P, = 
) (since F2 S 1 by hypothesis) 
=Pt” ‘ 
Now suppose that for all distributions K’(y) s 
d@f 
ply this iui the fnductfm which 
in n = 1, 2, .,. aI 
402 MS. A-Humeed F. Qroshm, Nonstutiomry shock :nodels 
re~ntatiQns an 
In (1‘21, we gave a representation for a co 
, bility H(t) in terms SC the ~~~e~te~ lraumbe 
probability pk of surviving k shocks. 
sentations exist. 
8. A survival probability of the form ( 1.2) cm lx- xv-itten as 
00 
H(t) = e- VW m, 
k! 7 
0(t) = 1, and for k = 1, 2, ..e, 
. 
2 (0 ‘k = -- (5.2) 
Moreover, if V(t) 2: A(t), lhen ak(t) is decreasing in k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
roof. Write 
e- V(t) 
6 5 e Represeni&ions and bounds jbr survival probability 403 
- 
cp,,,., .+&I = 
, (i) A simple choice for V(t) of particular interest is 
where a 3 1. 
retation of the representation (5.1) is that 
shcscks occur accord,ng to a Poisson p--xess with mean value function 
V( ik), each shock independi;ntly has probability A(t)/ V(t) of being 
“r&vant” in contributing to the failure of the device, and the probabil- 
ity that the device survives k relevant shocks is a#). 
?&xi: we obtai+l abousld on the moments of the life length when the 
survival probability is given by ( 1.2). 
5.3. T’heorepn. Let T have survival probability g(t) giver? by (1 .I!), with 
A(t) convex (concave). Let K be the random number of shocks until 
failure, with binomial moments B, dg’ r! E((“+F-‘)), r = 1, 2, . . . . Then 
E{T”) < -_ {A-‘@ q)’ F for r = 1, 2, . . . . 
G?9 
(5.3) 
WI& First assume that A is Convex. Let f(u) = AF(ullF) for 0 G u < 00. 
Since A is convex, f is convex (see [ 17, Theorem 1 ] ). By Jensen’s in- 
equaMy, 
Since, f is imxeaain , it follows tfiat 
inally, note that (T’) haa the distribution H” defined in (3.1 )a ‘Thus by 
In I2ml, 
(ii) For the case r =S 1 9 the bcwnd~ in ( .3) 4~3 ssgecic~lly simple and 
worth stating explicitly : 
where Bl is just the mean of K. 
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